
4 X All-purpose Dolly Metal Heavy Duty Furniture Mover Slider Set

RRP: $79.95

Our Randy & Travis Machinery 4-pack furniture movers sliders make

loading and transporting heavy furniture loads up to 100kg a breeze.

From sofas and cabinets to beds and refrigerators, these sliders are up to

the task. Their user-friendly design makes it easy for women, children, or

the elderly to move furniture independently and effortlessly. Say goodbye

to shouldering heavy loads and cut down on manual labor costs during

handling.

Our furniture mover dolly is crafted from top-quality materials. The main

body is made of durable metal that resists corrosion, ensuring your cargo

stays secure during transportation.

Featuring plastic (PP) wheels with high wear and corrosion resistance,

these sliders can bear heavy loads with ease. They allow for smooth

movement on any terrain while protecting your floors from scratches.

Plus, the high-quality PP wheels absorb shock and operate silently.

Using our furniture sliders is easy. Simply slide the provided lifter under

the heavy furniture, press down on the handle to lift, and then position the

mover dolly underneath. Repeat this process for all corners until securely

installed. Once in place, smoothly push the furniture to its new location

with minimal effort.

Features and Specifications: Features and Specifications: 

Our 4-pack of 6-inch steel tri-dollies effortlessly load and transport
heavy furniture loads up to 250 lbs.
The main body is made of thickened carbon steel with a power-
coated surface, ensuring resistance against corrosion and
deformation.
Say goodbye to worries about cargo shifting or shaking during
transportation.
Our 4 provided non-slip pads ensure stable and secure transporting
while also protecting your furniture.
This set comes with 4 x furniture mover sliders, 4 non-slip pads, 2
lifters, and 4 heightening pads.

Attributes:Attributes:

Material: Metal
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